
Effortlessly handleless: 
Push to open Silent for drawers
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Handleless furniture design conveys a clean, light and airy 
look. 

A sensuous experience that only becomes perfect with 
convenient handling. This is where Push to open Silent for 
drawers sets the benchmark. Easy, reliable opening. Gentle 
closing. 

Straightforward, toolless installation makes Push to open 
Silent the perfect feature for setting your furniture ranges 
apart. With technology and cost efficiency that impress.

Feel style 

Fascinated by solutions. 
We call it

Every piece of furniture has the potential 
to fascinate people. With luxurious conven-
ience that pampers its users. With perfect 
space economics to free up the home. 
With design that sets pulses racing.
Hettich fitting solutions pamper furniture 
users in three experience dimensions: 
	 Feel style
	 Enjoy comfort
	 Win storage

fascinaction.hettich.com
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Push to open Silent for drawers and drawer runners:
opens without handles, closes with Silent System

Quiet

 Intuitive in use

Mechanically – no complicated and costly wiring

Synchronisation for reliable activation

Easy to plan, even for 
low drawer weight

Suitable for all InnoTech, InnoTech Atira, ArciTech, 
AvanTech drawer systems  
and Quadro 4D, Actro 5D drawer runners 

If the drawer is pushed
in too slowly, Push to 
open Silent stores the 
energy to assist closure.

 2.5 mm drawer front gap

 Easily planned

Can be clipped on 
without tools

For use with any nominal 
length

Performs well up to  
80 kg
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Endlessly handleless: furniture design

Handleless folding doors
The WingLine folding door fitting with 
optional Push to move provides access 
to everything inside with just one 
movement of the hand.

Handleless hinged doors
Alongside the classic Push 
to open, the cordless Push 

to open Silent is also setting 
new standards. 

Handleless refrigerator doors
The Easys electromechanical 
opening system for refrigerators 
is a pleasure to use the moment 
you open the refrigerator door. 

Handleless drawers
Push to open Silent combines 
outstanding design and closing 
convenience to create a new 
user experience.
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Thanks to a front gap that can be precision adjusted to as 
little as 2.5 mm, drawers with Push to open Silent can 
be combined with a wide variety of handleless furniture 
design solutions from Hettich. 
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Handleless throughout: the range

Push to open Silent can be 
used in any furniture range. 
Consistently handleless. 
Consistently convenient. 

For all nominal lengths
Push to open Silent fits 
under drawers of all lengths 
- depending on system, 
between 250 mm and  
750 mm.

For all widths
Push to open Silent is 
suitable for cabinet widths 
of 275 mm and over. With 
optional synchronisation, 
the system is also reliably 
activated in response to a 
press on the extremities of 
large front panels.
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For under sink pull-outs
With ArciTech, InnoTech and 
InnoTech Atira drawer sys-
tems, the synchronisation 
bar is positioned directly 
behind the front panel – for 
a perfect fit with any  
U bend cutout.

For all weights
Push to open Silent can be 
fitted to drawers weighing 
up to 80 kg. The optional, 
special 10 kg runners pro-
vide maximum convenience 
from lightweight drawers.
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Fitted with Push to open Silent, handleless 
drawers are opened with effortless ease – and 
close gently and quietly in response to a light 
push of the hand.

Easily handleless: opening and closing
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Intuitive
Drawers can be pulled open 
by hand and guided closed.

Helpful
If the drawer is pushed 
in too slowly, the energy 
stored by Push to open 
Silent assists closure.

Smart
With optional synchro-
nisation, a press on the 
extremities of large front 
panels provides reliable 
activation. Also with nar-
row gaps between drawer 
fronts.

Universal
From lightweight drawer 
with 10 kg runner to the 
80 kg heavyweight: you 
can easily offer handleless 
design throughout.
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In developing user friendly functions, we at Hettich are 
never satisfied until they are perfect and also meet the 
most exacting of demands. We are proud of the many 
design awards we have received but the best prize is your 
appreciation.

Uncompromisingly handleless: the technology
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Ordering couldn't be easier
Clear recommendations for the chosen type of use 
and drawer size make ordering incredibly easy. In 
the online configurator, for example.

Fast installation
Push to open Silent simply clicks into place, in the 
same way as optional synchronisation. No drilling, 
no screws and removal is equally easy.

Planning certainty
You will find it easy to select the right Push to open 
units. The comprehensive, all-inclusive lineup and 
coverage of a wide range of weights by all available 
units give you certainty for the intended applica-
tion.

Precision adjustment
The gap between front panels is easily adjusted 
without the need for tools. Any other adjustment? 
Not necessary!

Effortlessly handleless: planning and installation

On the lighter side of life. In design. In use and in the 
entire process from the idea to the assembled pieces 
of furniture. Find out for yourself – with Push to open 
Silent.



www.hettich.com
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